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ABSTRACT The detection of performance bugs, like those causing an unexpected execution time, has
gainedmuch attention in the last years due to their potential impact in safety-critical and resource-constrained
applications. Much effort has been put on trying to understand the nature of performance bugs in different
domains as a starting point for the development of effective testing techniques. However, the lack of a widely
accepted classification scheme of performance faults and,more importantly, the lack of well-documented and
understandable datasets makes it difficult to draw rigorous and verifiable conclusions widely accepted by the
community. In this paper, we present TANDEM, a dual contribution related to real-world performance bugs.
Firstly, we propose a taxonomy of performance bugs based on a thorough systematic review of the related
literature, divided into three main categories: effects, causes and contexts of bugs. Secondly, we provide a
complete collection of fully documented real-world performance bugs. Together, these contributions pave
the way for the development of stronger and reproducible research results on performance testing.

INDEX TERMS Performance bugs, performance testing, dataset, taxonomy.

I. INTRODUCTION
Software testing is a key part of software development
aimed to assess whether the program meets its requirements
and users’ expectations. A vast majority of the resources
and research advances on software testing has focused on
functional testing: evaluating whether the program provides
the expected functionality. However, the emerging popu-
larity of time-critical systems (e.g., autonomous cars) and
resource-constraint devices (e.g., Internet of Things) has
attracted the attention of the research community toward per-
formance testing: evaluating the program’s conformance with
non-functional requirements such as execution time, or mem-
ory consumption. As a result, the number of research papers
analyzing the specific characteristics of performance bugs has
grown significantly in the last decade. A performance bug is
defined as a programming or configuration error that causes
significant performance degradation, leading to undesirable
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effects like low system throughput, memory bloat, Graphical
User Interface (GUI) lagging, or energy drain [1], [2].

Preventing performance bugs, or implementing effective
tools to detect and fix them, requires a wide understand-
ing of the nature of these issues in real-world programs.
On the search for realistic and documented performance
bugs, researchers typically resort to mining software repos-
itories and bug tracking systems [3]–[7]. However, this is a
time-consuming and error-prone task that inevitably requires
the manual inspection of the issue’s records, for example,
to detect false positives (e.g., misclassified issues), and to
understand the bug, its cause, the source code (if available),
and the fix (if any) [8].

As a result, performance bugs are rarely reported in detail,
making them hardly reproducible. For example, some papers
simply point to the issue Identifier (ID) in the bug tracking
system or to related papers where the bug is mentioned,
or even send readers to a website that details the problem
but is no longer available [9], [10]. Other papers describe
the issues detected in real applications but do not show
the source code [11]–[13]. This makes extremely difficult
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to fully understand or reproduce the causes that led to
an underperforming system. Reproducibility of performance
bugs has recently been identified as an important issue by
Lima et al. [14] and also by Han et al. [1], who, despite their
best efforts, were only able to reproduce 17 out of 93 real
performance bugs reported and described by developers.

The reproducibility problem of performance bugs is aggra-
vated by the lack of a widely accepted classification scheme
for performance faults. Functional bugs and their classifica-
tion have been extensively studied since many years ago [15].
However, existing performance-related classifications are
either too general [16], target specific scopes (e.g., cloud
computing systems or Android apps) [17]–[21] or address
both functional and performance bugs [22]. This makes even
more difficult for researchers to find subject bugs for their
studies, and as a result, they are finally advocated to perform
expensive and often unsuccessful searches in software repos-
itories from scratch.

In this paper, we present a taxonomy and a dataset of
real-world performance bugs called TANDEM (TAxoNomy
and Dataset of pErforMance bugs). TANDEM is the result
of a systematic literature review of related studies, which led
us to find 49 papers reporting real-world performance bugs.
The proposed taxonomy, based on the performed review,
takes into account 1) the effect of bugs (in terms of time,
memory and energy), 2) the cause of performance prob-
lems (according to the structure of the source code, mis-
use/misunderstanding of operations, redundancy of code,
etc.), and 3) the context where the issue appears (consider-
ing project type, language specificity and generalizability).
Additionally, as a major outcome of our work, we present a
dataset of 125 real-world performance bugs collected from
the reviewed papers. Each fault is fully documented, includ-
ing the buggy source code, its description, classification
(based on the proposed taxonomy) and the link to the pub-
lication where it was originally published. The proposed
taxonomy eases the classification, distribution and reusabil-
ity of performance issues among researchers. The dataset
is generic including bugs related to different programming
languages (Java, C, SQL, etc.), domains (web development,
databases, etc.) and performance-related aspects. As such,
we are confident that TANDEMwill serve as a helpful source
of information for conducting more traceable and compre-
hensive experiments and evaluations.

The rest of the paper is structured as follows. Section II
reviews the state of the art of performance bugs. Section III
elaborates on the related work. Section IV introduces the
research questions, the steps followed to search for relevant
papers for our study and how we extracted the real-world per-
formance bugs identified in the process. Section V describes
the dataset and provides an overview of the collected per-
formance bugs. Then, Section VI explains in detail the
proposed taxonomy, analyzes the distribution of the bugs
within the different categories and discusses how they relate
to each other by assessing the most common combina-
tions of effects, causes and contexts. The main challenges

Listing 1. Example of performance bug described by Jin et al. [5].

identified in relation to performance bugs are enumerated in
Section VII. Finally, we present the main conclusions of this
study in Section VIII.

II. PERFORMANCE BUGS
Well-tested applications such as Microsoft SQL Server,
Apache HTTPD and Mozilla Firefox, among others, are
affected by hundreds of performance bugs [2], [23]. A per-
formance bug is a programming error that causes signifi-
cant performance degradation in a program, leading to slow
and/or inefficient software [1], [2]. These bugs can cause GUI
lagging, memory bloat or excessive energy consumption,
among others, and consequently they may cause a poor user
experience and a loss of customers and money to companies.
As an example, consider the real-world performance bug in
Listing 1. The bug has to do with the method nsImage::Draw,
which is invoked to render an input image in Mozilla. The
bug appeared when calling nsImage::Draw for transparent
images, thereby conducting work that is not needed. This led
to the unnecessary consumption of computational resources
by increasing the execution time of the program.

Compared with functional faults, performance bugs are
significantly harder to detect and require more time and effort
to be fixed. These bugs do not often result in an erroneous
program output; consequently, they cannot be detected by
simply inspecting the results in general, but analyzing the
performance of the program in terms of its non-functional
properties. A common and priority objective of many recent
research papers is to understand the nature of performance
problems and to struggle against them [2], [5], [6], [23],
[24]. A number of common root causes that frequently lead
to performance bugs includes the inadequate combination
of function calls, synchronization issues or the wrong use
of functions in certain contexts [5]. Performance bugs can
be analyzed from different perspectives to better understand
their nature: 1) the effect that produces in a program when
they appear (e.g., increasing the execution time), 2) the cause
that originated the bug (e.g., an inefficient loop), and 3) the
context where the bug occurred (e.g., Java applications).
With regard to the detection of performance problems and

their fixing, three are the most widely-used methods in this
task: the run-time analysis with profilers [20], [25], the use
of bug detection strategies that exploit known root causes
for the appearance of performance bugs [5], [26], [27], and
the application of traditional testing techniques to discover
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new faults [4], [28], [29]. All these methods could benefit
from a comprehensive performance bug classification to go
a step further in understanding performance problems and
being able to address and detect them.

III. RELATED WORK
Performance issues are different from functional problems,
and being aware of this is crucial in driving the detection
of both types. Zaman et al. [23] studied a random sample
of 400 performance and non-performance bug reports across
four dimensions (Impact, Context, Fix and Fix validation),
showing how different both types of bugs are in detecting
and fixing them. Nistor et al. [2] also assessed the differences
between performance and non-performance bugs in popular
code bases regarding how these bugs are discovered, reported
and fixed. Jin et al. [5] found that many of the real-world
performance bugs used in their study manifested with special
and large-scale inputs, being this conclusion similar to the one
in the study by Han et al. [6]. Also, Baltes et al. [24] quali-
tatively analyzed how twelve developers located, understood
and communicated with each other to fix several real-world
performance bugs. All these studies show that performance
bugs share particular features that make them harder to detect,
handle and fix than functional bugs.

All these issues with performance bugs are exacerbated
by the problem of their reproducibility. The findings by
Zaman et al. [23] suggest that new techniques should be
developed to improve the quality of the ‘‘steps to reproduce’’,
both in the performance bug reports as well as in the system
as a whole. Also, more optimized means to identify the root
cause of performance bugs should be developed. The study
by Nistor et al. [2] also reveals that performance bugs are
reported without inputs or steps to reproduce more often than
non-performance bugs. Han et al. [1] have recently reported
their experiences reproducing several performance bugs in
server applications, failing to reproduce most of them based
on developers’ descriptions. In an attempt to help in the repli-
cation of complex performance benchmarks, Lima et al. [14],
developed a framework to collect fine-grained data from
executions.

Regarding the classification of performance bugs, lit-
tle is reported in the literature, and the contributions are
either too general or focused on some specific languages
or contexts, or are not comprehensive enough. For instance,
Alam et al. [19] presented a study of categories of perfor-
mance issues focused on explicit synchronization primitives.
Also targeting a particular type of bug and application, we can
cite the studies by Fedorova et al. [21] and Mi et al. [18],
focused on WiredTiger performance-related issues and per-
formance problems in cloud computing systems, respectively.
Hassan et al. [30] carried out a study where the issues
were classified by response time, timeliness, memory usage
and miscellaneous. They suggested that for software perfor-
mance, factors different from the timewere underrepresented,
such as memory usage and throughput. Catolino et al. [22]
analyzed bug reports of different popular projects with the

aim of building a taxonomy of the types of bugs. This work
provided a taxonomy for both functional and non-functional
bugs, categorizing most of the performance bugs in the cat-
egory ‘‘performance issue’’. Another related paper is the
one presented by Radu et al. [16], who proposed a generic
classification of non-functional bugs (including security, per-
formance, memory, resource management and determinism
problems). Also, this work provided a dataset of 133 non-
functional bug fixes with brief descriptions, collected from
open-source projects written in Java and Phyton. This dataset
can be especially helpful in evaluations of new tools facing
the detection of non-functional bugs in those languages.

As previously mentioned, most of the papers describing
real-world performance bugs specialize in issues related to
a particular scope. Another example of a study focused on
specific programming languages is the one presented by
Selakovic et al. [3], which proposed an approach for auto-
matically finding and fixing performance bugs in JavaScript
programs. They studied 37 real-world performance bug fixes
from eleven popular JavaScript projects and identified several
recurring fix patterns. We can also cite some papers concen-
trated on a single non-functional property, such as energy
consumption in Android apps [17] or out of memory bugs
in MapReduce applications [20], among others.

In summary, in our work with TANDEM, we carry out a
more wide-ranging review of real performance bugs, with-
out restricting the approach to a particular non-functional
property, root cause, kind of system or programming lan-
guage. In this sense, we aim to build a complete picture
of performance bugs in real software. In addition to this,
we collect those real-world performance bugs that are well
documented, contextualized in research papers and include
the buggy source code for the sake of understandability and
to facilitate their reproducibility.

IV. REVIEW METHOD
In this section, we first present our research questions, which
aim to analyze the nature of performance bugs in real appli-
cations. Then, we perform a systematic literature review
inspired by the guidelines by Kitchenham and Charters [31]
to search for relevant studies describing these issues. To do
so, we define the inclusion and exclusion criteria, the search
procedure and the data extracted from the identified
studies.

A. RESEARCH QUESTIONS
In this work, we aim to answer the following research ques-
tions on performance bugs:

• RQ1: What are the effects produced by performance
bugs and how are they distributed in real-world pro-
grams?

• RQ2: What are the causes that lead to the appearance
of performance bugs and how are they distributed in
real-world programs?
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• RQ3: What are the contexts in which these performance
bugs arise and how are they distributed in real-world
programs?

• RQ4: What is the relationship among the effects, causes
and contexts of the analyzed performance bugs?

B. INCLUSION AND EXCLUSION CRITERIA
We included papers reporting real-world performance bugs
satisfying the following criteria:

1) Bugs extracted from the source code of real programs.
Only bugs described for the first time will be consid-
ered (i.e., bugs not included in other previous papers).

2) The reported bugs are well documented, including the
source code (or simplified versions to gain in legibility)
and a self-contained description (or a reference to a
recognizable bug pattern).

We excluded those papers not belonging to the computer
sciences field or not focused on the detection or evaluation
of performance bugs. We also excluded those papers not
available online or not written in English.

C. SEARCH STRING AND STRATEGY
As a search strategy to retrieve relevant papers, we followed
a method inspired by the concept of quasi-gold standard
of Zhang et al. [32]. This method is useful to formalize
proper search strings for systematic reviews starting from a
set of known studies. This strategy helps to reach a more
objective and representative search string than the one that
could be determined simply on the basis of the authors’
perceptions and experience.

A few manual and automated searches in online reposi-
tories allowed us to capture a set of relevant studies on the
topic. Thanks to this first step, we found that authors often
use the words ‘‘bugs’’, ‘‘faults’’, ‘‘problems’’ and ‘‘issues’’
interchangeably in their papers. Thus, we decided to use
all those terms associated with performance, memory and
energy. In the case of memory and energy, the word ‘‘leak’’
is also widely used. In addition, this collection of studies led
us to restrict the search to papers with an explicit mention
to bugs in real programs, applications, projects or software.
In these studies, it is also commonplace the use of the term
‘‘real-world’’ preceding all aforementioned keywords.

TABLE 1. Search string and terms.

Table 1 shows, in a structuredway, the elicited search string
that we used to collect papers that are candidates to become
primary studies, i.e., papers actually describing real-world
performance bugs. For the automated search, we applied
our search string to the title, abstract and keywords of

papers contained in three renowned search engines: Scopus,
IEEE Xplore and ACM. The search, executed on 30th Octo-
ber 2019, yielded 337, 48 and 119 candidate papers respec-
tively. We also incorporated 10 more papers that appeared
in the previous phase but not in the final set of candidate
papers (despite meeting our search criteria, did not exactly
include the search terms set in the string). Next, we revised the
abstract and, if applicable, the full content of these papers to
identify meaningful descriptions of performance bugs (in line
with the inclusion and exclusion criteria defined). Each paper
was reviewed by two different authors, who agreed on the
detected performance bugs. Finally, the application of these
constraints left the set of primary studies in 49, altogether
containing 125 real-world performance bugs.

Despite our best efforts, we might have failed in collecting
all relevant papers related to the topic, especially because of
the diversity in the terminology. However, given the number
of performance bugs found, we are confident that the search
serves to design a taxonomy that presents a complete picture
of the kinds of performance bugs in real projects.

D. DATA COLLECTION AND BUG IDENTIFICATION
Once we completed the search, we proceeded with the data
extraction of each primary study. The first step was to identify
each of the performance bugs described in the primary study.
Then, a data extraction form was filled in for each of the
performance bugs. We collected information on each of the
bugs identified, including the reference of its paper, the pub-
lication year, the figure or listing showing the source code that
contains the bug, its description, what caused its appearance,
what was the effect regarding the performance of the program
and information on the domain (namely, the nature of the
affected system and the programming language). A clean
version of the resulting form in tabular format can be viewed
in the following link: https://tinyurl.com/ycopzabs.

V. TANDEM DATASET
In this section, we first present the dataset with the collected
real-world performance bugs. Then, we summarize the main
data extracted from the performance bugs in our dataset.

A. DATASET
To facilitate the comprehension of the data extracted from all
the bugs in the primary studies and make them more useful,
we bound together all the information into a single document
of 67 pages calledTAxoNomy andDataset of pErforMance
bugs (TANDEM). This document consists of a form for each
of the 125 bugs identified in the search, as the one shown
in Figure 1, containing the following information:

• Bug identifier. Each performance bug in the dataset has
an identifier assigned, which consists of the initials of
‘‘Performance Bug’’ (i.e., PB) plus a number, e.g. PB25.

• Publication identifier. The publication doi where the
bug was reported is included for the convenience of the
reader.
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FIGURE 1. A performance bug form in TANDEM.

• Year of publication. The year when the bug was
described in the publication is also reported.

• Figure in the publication. For the sake of completeness,
the name of the figure where the bug appeared within
the publication is given (or alternatively, the listing or
section).

• Taxonomy of the performance bug. The dataset also
records the classification of the bugs according to the
taxonomy proposed in this work, indicating the cause,
effect, context and language of the performance bug.

• Description of bug. A detailed description or pattern of
the issue is provided.

• Source code. To complement the description of the bug,
we also supply the fragment with the buggy source code.

The performance bugs in TANDEM dataset are alpha-
betically ordered by effect, cause, context, language, year
of the publication and, for performance bugs referenced in
the same publication, number of the figure or listing in the
paper. We refer the reader to the webpage of TANDEM
(https://github.com/belene/tandem), which contains all per-
formance bugs forms details. The primary studies contribut-
ing with performance bugs to the dataset are [3, 5, 19-20,
25-27, 33-41, 49-81].

B. DATA OVERVIEW
The following subsections show a summary of the data
extracted from the performance bugs in the primary studies.
The collected data allow us to know the trend of the per-
formance problems found in real projects, the distribution of
performance bugs in the examined studies or the main venues
where real-world performance bugs are published.

1) REAL-WORLD PERFORMANCE BUGS TRENDS
Figure 2 illustrates the number of real-world performance
bugs reported in the literature between the first work found
in 2007 and October 30th 2019. The graph 2a shows a fluc-
tuating growth of the number of performance bugs, reaching

FIGURE 2. Evolution of real-world performance bugs over time.

the highest peaks of bugs in the years 2015 and 2018. The
graph 2b in Figure 2 illustrates the cumulative number of
performance bugs found in real projects. The increasing trend
suggests that the interest in this topic continues to grow,
especially if we compare the two performance bugs found
in 2007 (the year in which the first real-world performance
issues were found) with the 25 real-world found only in 2018,
reaching a total of 125 published issues to date. Notice that
we did not cover the whole year 2019; this, together with a
possible delay in the publication of the proceedings of some
conferences or journals, might have had some influence on
the low number of primary studies identified in 2019.

2) REAL-WORLD PERFORMANCE BUGS
DISTRIBUTION BY PUBLICATION
The number of performance bugs found in each of the
49 studies under review varies considerably. There are papers
describing only one performance bug, while others present
up to 7 different buggy codes. Table 2 shows 7 out of the
49 papers considered in the TANDEM dataset with the high-
est number of real-world performance bugs. As an example,
the paper by Jin et al. [5], presented in the International
Conference on Programming Language Design and Imple-
mentation (PLDI) in 2012, makes the greatest contribution to
our dataset, including 7 different bugs with detailed descrip-
tions and source codes. The number of bugs described in
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TABLE 2. Publications with the largest number of real-world
performance bugs.

TABLE 3. Top venues on real-world performance bugs.

the remaining papers (those not included in this table) is
between 1 and 4.

3) PUBLICATION VENUES
The 125 bugs registered in our TANDEM dataset were pub-
lished in 28 different venues. In Table 3, we detail the venues
where at least eight real-world performance bugs were pre-
sented. The International Conference on Software Engineer-
ing (ICSE) is the first venue chosen by the community of
performance bugs researchers to publish the detected prob-
lems (26 bugs reported), followed by the European Software
Engineering Conference and Symposium on the Foundations
of Software (ESEC/FSE), where 19 issues were reported.
Regarding the type of venue, most of the bugs were presented
at conferences and symposia (89.6%), some of them were
presented at journals (8.8%) and the rest of the papers (1.6%)
at workshops.

VI. TANDEM TAXONOMY
This section presents our proposal of taxonomy for perfor-
mance bugs. First, we provide a description of the TANDEM
taxonomy with its graphical representation. Then, we depict
and analyze the occurrence of each category in the dataset
with a view to answering our three first research questions
(RQ1-RQ3). We also assess the connection among different
categories to know what are the most common combinations
of effects, causes and contexts (i.e., RQ4).

A. CLASSIFICATION
Our intention is to provide a complete classification of the
types of real-world performance issues we have found in
this study. Figure 3 illustrates the graphical representation
of TANDEM taxonomy. Specifically, we classify the perfor-
mance bugs according to three main categories, namely:

1) Effect: This refers to the non-functional properties
affected when the bug manifested.

Listing 2. Example of performance bug described by Nistor et al. [39].

2) Cause: This indicates the reasons that caused the
appearance of the bug.

3) Context. This takes into account the kind of system
where the bug was contained and the programming
language used to code the program.

As an illustration of the previous classification, we can go
back to the performance bug in Listing 1. As we explained,
this performance bug appeared when calling nsImage::Draw
for transparent images, thereby an unnecessary task. Accord-
ing to the three categories, (1) the effect of this bug is the
degradation of the system regarding the execution time, (2)
the cause behind this degradation is the call to an API method
that performs unnecessary computation, and (3) this bug is
especially relevant in the context of web and C++ develop-
ment.

In the following sections we detail the three main cate-
gories of the taxonomy.

B. EFFECTS
In this section, we address RQ1 by analyzing the
non-functional properties affected by the introduction of
performance bugs and their distribution in real projects.

1) CATEGORIES
Three are the classical non-functional properties impacted by
the introduction of performance bugs:
• Execution time.
• Memory utilization.
• Energy consumption.
Table 4 shows a description of the kind of performance

issues related to each of the three non-functional properties.

2) EXAMPLES
Listing 2 represents an example of a performance bug that
increases the execution time of the application [39]. The loop
in the method drawVerticalItem iterates over all the items in
highLowData to compute the maximum volume. The loop
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FIGURE 3. Graphical representation of TANDEM Taxonomy.

Listing 3. Example of performance bug described by Xu et al. [40].

in the method render calls a number of times to drawVerti-
calItem. However, since the data set does not change between
calls to thatmethod, the computation of themaximumvolume
is redundant and worsens the execution time of the system.

Listing 3 illustrates a memory-related issue [40]. In that
example, a Vector object is underutilized because only three
elements are assigned to it when, by default, a vector allocates
space for ten elements. This is a problem since this container
was allocated many times during the execution of the system
and there are many other similar containers throughout the
code of the program.

Finally, Listing 4 presents a case of excessive energy
consumption [41]. In this buggy code, a GPS listener
(gpsListener) is registered in the method onCreate. However,
the developers failed to unregister this listener in the method
onDestroy (a new listener is created instead of removing the
existing one). As a result, the listener keeps receiving data
from the GPS, which drains the battery.

3) DATASET ANALYSIS
Table 4 collects the performance bugs in our dataset with
a negative impact on each of these three non-functional

FIGURE 4. Classification of primary studies by bug’s effect.

properties. For instance, the nine first bugs in TANDEM
(PB1-PB9) have a direct impact on the energy consumption
of their respective applications. Figure 4 illustrates with a
pie chart the percentage of types of performance bugs found
according to the property that they affect.

‘‘The execution time is by far the most frequent
effect of performance bugs (65.6%), followed by
memory (27.2%) and energy (7.2%).’’

C. CAUSES
In this section, we addressRQ2 by examining the root causes
that originated the performance bugs and their distribution in
real projects.

1) CATEGORIES
We found a great diversity of root causes for the occurrence of
performance problems in the analyzed primary studies. After
a thorough evaluation of each performance bug, we detected
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TABLE 4. Classification by bug’s effect.

Listing 4. Example of performance bug described by Liu et al. [41].

similar reasons behind the introduction of most of these
bugs. As such, we could classify them into five secondary
categories:

• Related to structural aspects of the source code.
• Derived from misunderstandings and misuse.
• Originated by a missing operation.
• Caused by a redundant action.
• Classified as others, to cover those cases not fitting in
the above categories.

Those five categories, as well as their corresponding sub-
categories, are described in Table 5.

2) EXAMPLES
This section illustrates some real performance bugs classified
in the different categories, with a special emphasis in those
subcategories with the highest prevalence in the dataset (as it
will be seen in the next subsection).

The bug reported by Nistor et al. [39] (see Listing 2) is a
clear example of a performance bug involving a redundant
use of loop statements (see Section VI-B for a description of
this bug).

Listing 1 and 3 exemplify the difference between an unnec-
essary and a redundant operation. The bug in Listing 1 falls
into the category ‘‘unnecessary computation’’ because the
instructions to draw a transparent figure are useless and could
be saved. In contrast, the Vector object in Listing 3 is required

Listing 5. Example of performance bug described by Jin et al. [5].

to create a RegExpr object; however, the created container
could be reused in the rest of the calls to makeNL since
the information does not change among different invocations
to the function. This bug, as well as the bug in Listing 2,
therefore belongs to the category ‘‘redundancy’’.

Listing 5 provides an example of a synchronization-related
problem [5], in which the use of a lock in the function random
serializes the threads calling this function, causing a signifi-
cant slowdown. This bug, additionally, was characterized as
a ‘‘Call to API method’’ issue, given that the performance
degradation is a consequence of the call to the glibc function
random.

Regarding ‘‘missing operation’’, the bug in Listing 4 is
representative of this category. The wrong unregistration of
the GPS listener (the preregistered listener is not passed to the
sensor listener unregistration API removeUpdate), causes the
waste of battery energy.

We included a further category (others) to encompass bugs
produced by a more particular cause. The causes in this
category include inconsistent field ordering, problems with
dynamic typing, missed concretization and parallelization
opportunity, use of functional programming style, application
of non-trivial operations and branch misprediction.

3) DATASET ANALYSIS
Table 5 indicates the performance bugs in the dataset that
can be labeled in each category. We should note that some
bugs were caused for a combination of reasons; these bugs
were accordingly classified into more than one category.
As an example, the bug in Listing 3 is related to both causes,
the misuse of a data structure (structural category) and the
inclusion of a redundant operation (the same three elements
are added each time the method is called).
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TABLE 5. Classification by bug’s cause.

FIGURE 5. Classification of primary studies by bug’s cause.

Figure 5 shows the number of performance issues collected
according to the cause that originated them.

‘‘In the light of the results, the most common
cause for the degradation of systems has to do
with the executions of loops (33 issues), followed
by the redundancy of operations (24 issues), syn-
chronization problems (23 issues) and unneces-
sary computation (22 issues).’’

D. CONTEXTS
In this section, we address RQ3 by analyzing the context
where the performance bugs arose and their distribution in
real projects.

1) CATEGORIES
Table 6 furnishes our proposal of taxonomy related to the
environment where the performance bugs appeared. We clas-
sified each performance bug on the basis of the following
three secondary aspects:

• Project type: We bound together the bugs contained in
projects belonging to the same computer science field.

• Generalizability: Apart from the project type, wemarked
as ‘‘general-practice’’ performance bugs those which
may well appear in most general-purpose languages and
programs.

• Language specificity: We analyzed whether the source
code of the bugs was related to specific features of
the programming language, which confined them to the
scope of that particular language or similar ones.

2) EXAMPLES
This section exemplifies how we analyzed each performance
bug to classify them according to the three aforementioned
aspects. Regarding project type, the bug in Listing 1 presents
a situation that is of the interest of designers of web projects.
As an example of multiple processes, the bug in Listing 5 lies
within that category because the slowdown appeared when
the threads were serialized by the random function. Also,
the bug in Listing 4 has to do with the communication of
interconnected systems.

With regard to generalizability, note that the case of draw-
ing a transparent figure or the registration/unregistration of
GPS listeners are particular aspects and cannot be considered
as general-practice problems. We have classified the bugs
in Listings 2 and 3 as generalizable, given that the use of
containers and loops is commonplace in most programs.

As for language specificity, we can observe that the bug in
Listing 5 is a representative case of this aspect; the increase
in the execution time is directly connected with the call to a
function (random) that is contained in the sources of the GNU
C Library.

3) DATASET ANALYSIS
Table 6 shows the bugs in TANDEM classified by the aspects
project type, generalizability and language specificity. Notice
again that each bug can appear in several project types
and, in addition, can be categorized as general-practice or
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TABLE 6. Classification by bug’s context.

FIGURE 6. Classification of primary studies by bug’s context.

language-specific depending on whether the bug extrapolates
to other domains or not.

Figure 6 illustrates the distribution of performance bugs
involved in each context found in the review.

‘‘We can say that the most addressed kind of sys-
tem is multiple processes, with 24 out of 125 per-
formance issues recorded. We also found that
27.2% of performance bugs (34 out of 125) are
not limited to a particular area, thereby being of
general interest. However, it is worth noting that
23 out of 125 bugs are specific to a particular
programming language and are not expressible in
other languages in general.’’

We also gathered in the category others those project types
with five or fewer performance bugs, which include MapRe-
duce and big data applications, solver-aided programs and
distributed systems.

Table 7 and Figure 7 present the performance bugs classi-
fied by languages and the distribution of issues according to
that classification, respectively.

‘‘It is worth noting that 31% of the performance
problems recorded in our TANDEM dataset were
given in C, being this the most frequent program-
ming language.’’

FIGURE 7. Classification of bugs by programming language.

TABLE 7. Classification by programming language.

Almost 18% of the issues appeared in Java, and, almost the
same percentage of issues (14% and 13.2%) appeared in the
C++ and Android (Java) languages. JavaScript was behind
10.1% of the bugs. The rest of the programming languages
were present in a much smaller proportion.

E. DISCUSSION OF THE RELATIONSHIP AMONG
CATEGORIES IN THE TAXONOMY
This section addresses RQ4 by assessing the connection
among different categories and presenting which effects,
causes and contexts take place in conjunction often.
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FIGURE 8. Sankey diagram showing the relationship between effects and
causes.

FIGURE 9. Sankey diagram showing the relationship between effects and
contexts.

Figure 8, Figure 9 and Figure 10 depict with Sankey dia-
grams the relationships effects-causes, effects-contexts and
contexts-causes, respectively. The Sankey diagrams were
developed with R using the networkD3 package. Each
diagram graphically represents the number of connections
between the categories in two different blocks (one on the
right hand, and the other on the left). Each of the coloured
boxes at both sides represents a category in each of the two
blocks; the size of the box is in line with the number of
occurrences of each category in the dataset. Then, each two
categories are linked with a gray line: the wider the line,
the more times the two connected categories appear together
in the performance bugs in the dataset. Note that the line is
only depicted when there is at least one connection between
two categories.

1) EFFECTS-CAUSES
From Figure 8, we can observe that performance bugs
related to loops, queries, synchronization, calls to API meth-
ods, configuration and others mainly increase the execu-
tion time. Contrarily, inadequate use of memory is the

FIGURE 10. Sankey diagram showing the relationship between contexts
and causes. Language-specific and general-practice bugs are omitted for
the sake of clarity.

predominant effect in inter-procedural and missing opera-
tion issues. Regarding the latter, forgetting to release the
memory is commonly the missing operation that leads to
the performance bug. The most frequent cause of energy
problems is the unnecessary computation of values. This is
logical because the execution of non-required actions drains
the battery, especiallywhen these tasks run in the background.
In fact, we can see in Figure 9 that the vast majority of energy
leaks appear in relation to communication and GUI, either
because an application unnecessarily reads data from a sensor
or because the elements are not efficiently rendered in the user
interface. As such, a notable link between communication
issues and unnecessary computation can be seen in Figure 10.

2) EFFECTS-CONTEXTS
Figure 9 also reveals a clear connection between execu-
tion time and different project types, such as server, web,
multiple processes and, especially, database (where all the
bugs degrade the performance in terms of execution time).
Effects in memory have a presence in most of the domains,
except for database and multiple processes. A part of the
time and memory-related problems can be extrapolated to
most domains in contrast to energy issues, which do not seem
generalizable. Language-specific bugs equally affect the time
and the memory, and marginally to the energy.

3) CONTEXTS-CAUSES
Figure 10 shows that the subcategories in contexts and causes
are quite intermingled. Still, we can observe some reasonable
links between some of the causes and the project types. For
instance, queries and calls to API methods are the main
reasons behind issues in web and database applications. Syn-
chronization problems can be frequently found in systems
managing multiple processes. Also, inter-procedural prob-
lems are behind GUI and communication-based applications,
which is not surprising because the subsystems that intervene
in these applications are often implemented separately, lead-
ing to misunderstandings.
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Other interesting connections take place between missing
operation and communication (the issue appears when the
connection is kept open instead of closing it), and between
configuration and servers (the issue manifests when different
parameters of the server are not properly configured, such
as the cache size or the sockets). Some other causes apply
to many of the project types, especially bugs associated with
loops and redundancy, which appear highly dispersed across
all domains. As for general-practice bugs, we can remark that
half of the loop-related problems are regarded as likely to
happen in most of the domains; loop statements are frequent
in software programs to run the same code several times and
their syntax is shared by many general-purpose languages.

From the collected data with respect to the programming
language, we can observe that all the bugs encompassed
in the category ‘‘System software’’ were found in systems
implemented either in C or C++. Similarly, all query-related
bugs are linked to the widely-known query language SQL.
It is also remarkable that all energy problems were detected
in Android apps. Finally, another finding is that 9 out
of 13 of the bugs associated with JavaScript were classified as
language-specific issues. This is partially due to the particular
features of this language and its nature of dynamically-typed
language.

VII. CHALLENGES
A number of research challenges are identified in this work.
These are the result of observed recurrent problems and gaps
in the literature that emerged throughout the review:

A. CHALLENGE 1: GUIDELINES FOR THE PROPER
DOCUMENTATION OF PERFORMANCE BUGS
In the review, we observed an assortment of different ways to
describe and classify performance bugs found in real projects.
Some authors simply provide the ID assigned to each issue
in a bug tracking system, while others explain the bugs at
different levels of granularity, supply the source code or
even show and detail fixes for the problem. It becomes clear
that there is a lack of guidelines that help researchers doc-
ument these issues following similar and comparable rules,
which currently limits the comprehension of the different
types of performance bugs. Therefore, systematic guidelines
should be developed to allow the proper documentation of all
performance-related aspects of this kind of issues and to help
fully understand the nature and impact of their presence on
real programs.

B. CHALLENGE 2: REPRODUCIBILITY
OF PERFORMANCE BUGS
As mentioned in earlier papers [1], [23], most of the per-
formance bugs described in the literature may not be repro-
duced in future evaluations, partially due to the reasons
discussed in the previous challenge. Apart from providing
sufficient descriptions of the causes and effects of the bug,
it is important that performance issues are accompanied by
both the inputs that helped uncover the problem and the

steps to reproduce the same situation. As commented by
Nistor et al. [2], functional bugs also suffer from the same
problem, though to a lesser extent. Analogously to the guide-
lines to document the bugs, templates should be designed
to specify the inputs, scripts, configuration options, software
and hardware requirements and the step-by-step process to
be able to repeat the same environment. Some promising
advances have beenmade towards this direction recently [14].
How to reproduce the most complex bugs or those manifest-
ing under unusual circumstances as well as the development
of standard and publicly available repositories containing
reproducible performance problems are challenges to be
explored in the future.

C. CHALLENGE 3: HOMOGENIZATION OF TERMS
AND DEFINITIONS
There exist no consensus among authors on the terms used
to refer to performance bugs. For instance, a performance
bug can be found referred in the related literature to as
performance problem, issue, error, fault, anomaly, etc, or
memory-related problems are mentioned with diverse terms,
like performance bugs of abusing storage [42]. This makes
difficult to build a complete picture of all the types of existing
performance bugs. We also detected contradictory defini-
tions of performance issues; while He et al. [43] differenti-
ate the situations when a system experiences software hang
from those with performance slowdown, Dai et al. [44] con-
sider both types of problems as performance bugs. As such,
the trend should be towards the standardization and homoge-
nizationwithwidely-accepted terms, definitions, bug patterns
and categories to enable the classification of performance
bugs, but it currently remains as an open problem.

D. CHALLENGE 4: BETTER UNDERSTANDING OF
PERFORMANCE PROBLEMS IN ALL DOMAINS
Some relevant papers related to the performance of systems
were outside the scope of this study because they did not meet
the inclusion and exclusion criteria established for the review
procedure. In general, those papers illustrate the performance
problems with synthetic examples, do not present descrip-
tions of the identified real bugs, or these are simply either too
brief or are not accompanied by the source code [13], [43].
In other cases, especially in complex systems, researchers
resort to high-level diagrams to illustrate the origin of the
problems that, while useful, may overlook low-level details
in relation to the underlying source code [45]. After the
review and classification of the identified bugs in our dataset,
we found that some relevant domains are not sufficiently
represented with detailed descriptions of performance bugs in
the related literature. Among others, we can cite cloud com-
puting [43], [44], real-time [46], IoT [42], blockchain [47] or
large-scale systems [48]. This impedes obtaining a compre-
hensive view of the nature of the bugs appearing in those and
other contexts. Therefore, this study also serves to identify
current gaps in the scope of performance issues that are worth
exploring in depth in further research.
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VIII. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we presented TANDEM, a taxonomy and a
dataset of real-world performance bugs. TANDEM is elab-
orated according to a systematic review of the related lit-
erature that allowed us to extract exhaustive information
of the exposed performance bugs. The proposed taxonomy
classifies the bugs in three main categories: effects, causes
and contexts of performance bugs. In turn, these main blocks
are divided into subcategories to enable the accurate clas-
sification of bugs and to ease their comprehension. Addi-
tionally, we provide a dataset composed of 125 real-world
performance issues fully documented including the buggy
source code and the categorization of all the bugs based on
the proposed taxonomy. This is expected to facilitate both the
distribution and the reusability of performance bugs among
researchers. Finally, we performed different analyses of the
ratios of the types of bugs found. These data bring us closer
to understanding what are the most recurrent types of perfor-
mance problems, the common causes that originate them or
the contexts where they appear. We also went a step further
analyzing the relationship among causes, effects and contexts
in which the issues arose, observing notable connections
between different categories; this could help associate which
aspects should be particularly assessed when focusing on
each one of these categories.

The challenges identified in this study reveal the need for
homogenization of the terms and definitions used to refer to
performance bugs and the lack of well-documented perfor-
mance problems from real applications, especially in some
underrepresented domains, that allow them to be understood
and reproduced.We trust that this workmay become a helpful
reference for researchers, testers and future beginners dealing
with performance bugs as well as to serve as a pool of infor-
mation that helps conduct more traceable and understandable
experiments and evaluations.
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